1. **Mosaic Auditorium**
   - Accommodates 120 people
   - Will be available to the community, businesses and organizations

2. **Boyer Building Corporation Alcove**
   - Student gathering area

3. **Rockwell Automation Advanced Manufacturing Laboratory (1105)**
   - Robotics / Automated Mfg
   - Precision Maintenance
   - Rapid Prototyping
   - CNC Machining

4. **The Kincart Family Global Learning Laboratory (1106)**
   - Global Broadcasting
   - Live Lecture Capture Technologies

5. **Universal Building Products Advanced Manufacturing Classroom/ Curry Controls Company Instrumentation Classroom (1108)**
   - Theory based learning to be applied in adjacent laboratories

6. **TriNova & Endress+Hauser Instrumentation Laboratory (1109)**
   - Instrumentation & Controls
   - Engineering Technology
   - Electromechanical Systems
   - Fluid Power

7. **Saddle Creek Logistics Services Supply Chain and Logistics Classroom (1110)**
   - Warehousing & Supply Chain Control Center

8. **The Ruthvens Warehouse and Distribution Laboratory (1111)**
   - Working Warehouse
   - RFID
   - Automated Storage and Retrieval

9. **Madrid Engineering Group CADD Laboratory (1119)**
   - 2D & 3D Computer Assisted Drafting & Design for Mechanical Systems and Engineering

10. **Lakeland Businessmen’s Club Classroom (1120)**
    - Collaborative Classroom
    - Flexible Configuration for sector-based training

11. **Refrigerating Engineers & Technicians Association (RETA) Engineering Laboratory (1122)**
    - Industrial ammonia chilling systems
    - RETA Certification

12. **CenterState Bank Professional Development Classroom (1123)**
    - Innovative classes for workforce advancement
    - i.e. Leadership Communications, Management and more

13. **IT/Computer Classroom (1125)**
    - IT, project management & professional skills training courses

14. **TECO Terrace**
    - Student gathering area

15. **Furr & Wegman Architects, P.A. Foyer**
    - Student gathering area

16. **DSM Technology Consultants Emerging Technologies Classroom (1118)**
    - Computer Network Technologies
    - Cybersecurity

17. **Citizens Bank & Trust Boardroom and Office Suites (1157)**
    - Available to the community, businesses and organizations

18. **Cutrale Citrus Juices USA, Inc. (1156)**
    - Collaborative Classroom(s)